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Abstract

Predicting how many travellers will choose a specific transport mode
for daily commuting is always a challenging problem due to separate
and large data sets, lack of integration and a significant over reliance
mostly on surveying approaches. This paper presents a new approach
for multi-modal transport choice prediction, via a hybrid structure of
regressor-chain and multi-output regression modelling, with the purpose
of predicting the number of travellers choosing either a single or a combi-
nation of transport modes for a regular home-to-work journey. This is a
unique attempt to leverage data-driven approaches as compared to tra-
ditional multi-nominal logit models, and is applied over 10-year worth of
data for 198 local government areas from New South Wales, Australia.
The results indicate that our advanced machine learning framework pre-
dicts with an excellent accuracy of MAPE and RMSE: a) below 0.3%
and 0.001 respectively, for a single mode prediction, and b) below 9.76%
and 0.0025 respectively, for a multiple mode prediction, while sig-
nificantly outperforming baseline regressors considered for comparison.

Keywords: Multi-output regression, Transport Mode choice, Regressor chain
regression, Machine learning, Multi-modal behavioural choice.
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1 Introduction

Modelling transport behaviour and people choices has been a challenging
topic for several decades due to the high complexity of interference between
traditional transportation modes with several external factors, technological
improvements and new on-demand transportation modes. Modelling the way
people make decisions is an important step for many transport planning agen-
cies that need to make sure the current and future traffic demand are met with
the necessary supply, especially from a public transport perspective [1].

Traditionally, mode choice models are econometric discrete choice models
which have been constructed on the behavioural principle of random utility
maximisation; therefore, the transport mode choice behavior is interpreted
from the the econometric discrete choice models [2]-[3]. In general, the dis-
crete choice models require more intensive work to be able to define them and
estimate the correct otuput. Often the transport movement is separated in
several explanatory variables, e.g. travel purpose, and then for each of those
segments, a different functional form of the observed part of the utility is spec-
ified, depending on the fit to the data. The unobserved part of the utility has
a fixed statistical distribution imposed [2]. Additionally, the random utility
models are estimated on a per-decision maker case, meaning careful consider-
ation of biases in the data are necessary as these can affect the final prediction
results [1].

Given the rise of rich data sets and numerous transport modes, more scal-
able and data-hungry models are needed to be able to keep up the pace with
the multitude or variables and all the possible combinations of scenarios that
can be generated. This aspect motivated our current approach of investigate
the potential of data-driven modelling, as compared to traditional state of art
works as detailed in Section 2 of this paper. The study area is NSW, Aus-
tralia powered by all available datasets from the previous 10 years of census
information as detailed in the Section 3.

Section 3 presents the coverage area, the problem formulation and the
methodology we have applied in using the proposed advanced hybrid ML mod-
els, together with their hyper parameter tuning and evaluation. Sections 4 -
presents the experimental results across all scenarios applied on seven differ-
ent targeted transport modes and their performance evaluation against each
other. Lastly, we conclude with a discussion on the most important features
affecting the multi-modal mode choice in Australia, and the lessons learned
for future applications in Section 6.

2 Literature review

The four-stage model (FSM) is a commonly used model in the urban trans-
portation model systems (UTMS). In the FSM, one usually models the mode
choice of the users as a trip-based decision making process which means that
each trip is independent in the decision making process of choosing certain
traffic mode. Therefore, the discrete mode choice model is always solved by
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the Multinomial logit model (MNL). The MNL model is an econometric model
which aims to maximized the utility of the choices [2]. Later on, the extension
of the MNL model was developed into the nested logit model[4] and mixed
logit model [5] in order to loose the Independence of irrelevant alternatives
(IIA) assumption.

Machine Learning (ML) techniques have known an increasing success across
several domains, including transportation planning and operations manage-
ment. They represent a great alternative to the traditional Nested Logit Models
(NL) due to the capability of adapting to large data sets, over short or longer
periods of time. The discrete mode choice problem is modelled as a classi-
fication problem in most ML researches.[6–14] Authors in [8] have proposed
four Machine Learning models such as artificial neural net-MLP (ANNet-
MLP), ANNet-RBF, multinomial logistic regression (MNL) and support vector
machines (SVMs) in order to predict the travel model choice of individuals
based on their characteristics, transport mode specifications and data pre-
dicting working places and residence. However, the results only predicted the
utilisation of cars, public transport in general and a soft mode (walking, bik-
ing). The authors in [11] have compared the performance of the MNL model
with that of extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) by using data from a
Delaware Valley 2012 regional household travel survey. Authors claim that
XGBoost has outperformed the traditional MNL model which is based on the
random utility theory, with a main limitation on the strict statistical assump-
tions. However, while both models have presented competitive results, they
were less accurate for smaller transportation modes such as biking (which was
less than 1% in the dataset).

Further studies such as the one presented in [15] have applied several ML
models (logistic regression, random forest, gradient boosting machines and
neural networks) on the greater Melbourne area, based on the Victorian Inte-
grated Survey of Travel and Activity (VISTA); the study compared results
against the Veitch Lister Consulting’s Zenith model for Victoria which is a
nested logit model. However, the models have been applied as classifiers only
and on a single mode at a time. More extensively, a detailed study of [16] has
studied 86 ML classifiers which led to the selection of ensemble models, includ-
ing bagging, random forests and deep neural networks (DNN) as performing
the best; this work is a good state of art or several ML models that have been
deployed so far for modelling the travel choice problem, but still for single
mode prediction only. More recent studies have followed in the same style and
approach as seen in [17], [18], [19].

The multi-output regression or multi-target regression models (MTR) aim
to train a model to predict two or more target variables simultaneously. Signif-
icant research studies are from ecology [20, 21] and their potential is currently
under-explored for transportation problems. MTR is a structured framework
of combining multiple single target regression models (STR). The methods
of combining multiple STRs into a MTR can be divided into two types: 1)
transform one MTR problem into several STR problems and solve each STR
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problem in certain structure (in a parallel structure or a chain structure);
and 2) build an algorithm adaptation to predict multiple targets (such as the
adaption of single-target random forest to multi-target random forests)[22].

However, to our knowledge, most studies utilized detailed survey data and
designed the questionnaires to get the information about all the impacting ele-
ments during the decision making process of each individual user. We make
connections between the area’s attributes and the number of users in each mode
instead of the individual’s attribute and the individual’s choice. Also, major-
ity of studies predict classes of transport modes using classification method,
rather than the total number of people using specific transport modes using
regression method, which we believe is a more powerful information to have,
especially under large scale disruptions or as seen recently under COVID-19
travel restrictions when entire LGAs needed to be isolated from others, or
entire transportation modes needed to get reduced in capacity, frequency or
in the area coverage.

2.1 Contribution

This paper represents an innovative approach to build an advanced and multi-
target regression framework to predict the total number of travellers choosing
any available transport mode in large suburban areas. First, we start by
evaluating the performance of baseline ML single-target regressors such as
the Decision Trees Regression (DTR), the K-Nearest Neighbours Regression
(k-NNR), and the Linear Regression (LR). Second, we propose two new struc-
tures which can leverage the single-target models to handle the multi-output
regression problem which we name the Multi-Output (MO) structure and the
Regression Chain (RC) structure. In each structure, we fit the LSVR model
and the XGBoost regression model and obtain four hybrid models which
we name: the Multi-Output Linear Support Vector Regression model (MO-
LSVR), the Multi-Output XGBoost Regression model (MO-XGBoost), the
Regression Chain Linear SVR model (RC-LSVR), and the Regression Chain
XGBoost regression model (RC-XGboost). To the best of our knowledge, this
is among the pioneering works combining advanced ML with traditional mode
choice modelling in the transportation field. Overall, the major contribution
of this paper are the following:

1. Develop new hybrid data-driven models instead of the traditional Logit
model to predict travellers’ mode choices from home to work and vice versa.
The proposed ML models are capable of running on large data sets with a
mixture of multiple transport modes for large population areas.

2. In comparison with the traditional Logit model that can be applied on
a single trip at a time, according to the trip attributes, our proposed multi-
output regression and regressor-chain frameworks are capable of predicting
the number of users/trips across multiple modes in any area in all possible
combination scenarios across all available transport modes. The approach can
be applied macroscopically across large areas with multiple LGAs and the
results contain the number of users for any desired traffic mode.
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Fig. 1 NSW LGAs case study area.

3 Methodology

Our current methodology is applied over the New South Wales state in Aus-
tralia, as represented in Fig. 1 which contains 198 LGA (local government
areas) extending over a surface of 801, 150km2 with a population of 8.166 mil-
lion people as of September 2020, majority of which is concentrated in the city
of Sydney (5.98 million people as of 2020 [23]).

3.1 Problem formulation

The mode choice of people travelling from home to work is modelled tradition-
ally using attraction models. One of the typical model is the Multi-nominal
Logit Model which can be expressed in the following formula:

pin =
exp(θVin)
J∑

i=1

exp(θVin)

(i = 1, 2, ..., J) (1)

where, pin is the probability of any option i being selected by a person
n from the choice set J . By choice set we refer to all the available transport
modes. In our case, we have a selection between: bus, train, walk only, work at
home, car as driver, car as passenger, and did not go to work. θ is an unknown
coefficient to be calibrated in the data training and Vin is called the systematic
component of the utility of a transport option i. By definition, we can observe
that the summation of probabilities of all options (iϵ[1, J ]) is 1 as shown in
Equation 2.

J∑
i=1

pin =

J∑
i=1

exp(θVin)
J∑

i=1

exp(θVin)

=

J∑
i=1

exp(θVin)

J∑
i=1

exp(θVin)

= 1 (2)
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In this study, we assume that in a certain area (LGA), the probabil-
ity distribution of choosing any mode (iϵ[1, J ]) is the same for any traveller
(nϵ[1, Ntotal]) which can be expressed as the following equation:

Assumption : pi = pin (∀ i ϵ[1, J ] and ∀n ϵ[1, Ntotal]) (3)

The total number of travellers choosing a certain transport option i (Ni)
in a certain area can be expressed by using the following formula:

Ni = Ntotal × pi (4)

where, Ni is the number of people choosing a transport option i, and Ntotal

is the total number of people in the LGA area of our study. Therefore, we can
further infer the mode choice matrix in a certain area to be as following:

N1

N2

N3

...
Ni

...
NJ


= Ntotal ×



p1
p2
p3
...
pi
...
pJ


(5)

To summarise, according to Equation 5, the calculated number of travellers
choosing each mode ([N1, N2, N3, ..., Ni, ..., NJ ]) become the prediction target
variable of each regression model proposed in this paper. In addition, the
second objective of this paper is too predict simultaneously multiple target
variables by using the best regression models either trained individually or in
hybrid chain structures.

3.2 Machine learning models

3.2.1 Baseline models

Once the data for each LGA has been filtered, cleaned, and selected according
to the above features, we further deploy severak basekube regression models.
We mainly utilize four regressors that are originally capable of conducting a
multi-output regression which are: the Linear Regressor, the K-Neighbours
Regressor, the Decision Tree Regressor, and the Random Forest Regressor.
The definitions of these 4 regressor are:

The Linear Regressor (LR) fits a linear model to minimize the residual
sum of squares between the observed targets in the data set, and the tar-
gets predicted by the linear approximation. They have been used widely in
transport prediction problems across the years[24–27].

The K-Nearest-Neighbors Regressor (k-NNR) is one type of
neighbors-based regression which can be used where the data labels are con-
tinuous and the label assigned to a query point is computed based on the mean
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Fig. 2 Proposed multi-output (MO) regression proposed framework for this study.

of the labels of its nearest neighbors. k-NNR implements learning based on the
k nearest neighbors of each query point, where k is an integer value specified
by the user[28–31].

The Decision Tree Regressor (DTR) predicts the matrix of a target
variable by learning simple decision rules inferred from the data features[32–
35].

The Random Forest Regressor (RFR) is a meta estimator that fits
a number of decision trees on various sub-samples of the dataset and uses
averaging to improve the predictive accuracy and to control over-fitting [36–
40].

3.2.2 Proposed multi-output and multi-chain framework

The main idea behind our proposed framework is to use the multi-output
regression strategy to extend regressors that do not nativity support multi-
output regression. This strategy consists of fitting one regressor per target
in a first instance. Secondly, multiple regressors are combined to predict the
number of people choosing each travel mode in dedicated LGA area where
they reside and presumably start the first trip of their regular day (see Fig. 2
in which each yi represents a travel mode and the prediction is launched on
all transport modes based on the training of each regressor). Thirdly, we use
this strategy to extend two regressors which are the Linear Support Vector
Regressor and the Extreme Gradient Boosting Regressor.

The Linear Support Vector Regressor (LSVR) is a subclass of Support
Vector Regressor (SVR) which has a linear kernel and it has more flexibility
when choosing the penalties and the loss functions. It has good scalability to
a large numbers of samples[41–43].
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Fig. 3 Proposed regressor chain framework for the multi-modal transport choice prediction.

The Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) is a enhanced version
of Gradient Boosted Decision Tree (GBDT) by introducing a regularization
parameter in the learning objective function (to control over-fitting); it also
introduces a sparsity awareness algorithm for parallel tree learning and has a
better support for multi-core processing[44–46].

Lastly, we apply the Regressor Chain structure [47] based on Linear
SVR and XGBoost in this paper. Regressor chain mechanism makes the pre-
diction in the order specified by the chain using all of the available features
provided to the model plus the prediction outcomes of all models that are ear-
lier used in the chain. Fig. 3 shows the detailed steps of the regressor chain
mechanism, in which, for example, Regressor 2 for the y2 mode, incorporates as
well in the training the initial transport mode y1, etc. Similarly, the prediction
of y2 is based on the prediction results y1, etc.

3.2.3 Performance metrics

In order to compare the performance of each regression model and evalu-
ate their accuracy, we considered several performance metrics such as: the
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and the Mean Absolute Percentage Error
(MAPE). RMSE is an estimator which measures the average of squares of the
errors and it’s calculated as:

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i=1

(ȳi − yi)2 (6)
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where ȳi is the prediction and yi is the true value. MAPE is a measure of
prediction accuracy of a forecasting method which is indicated below:

MAPE =
100%

n

n∑
i=1

|yi − ȳi
yi

| (7)

As the outcome of the multi-output regression is a matrix, we convert this
matrix to an array in order to easily calculate the performance metrics across
all models.

3.2.4 Hyper-parameter tuning

The chosen machine learning algorithms have a set of hyper-parameters, which
are parameters related to the internal design of the algorithm that cannot be
fitted from the training data. In order to fine tune the dozens of parameters
for each regression model that we have been using in our optimization frame-
work, we perform a five-fold cross-validation (5CV) method when deciding the
training and the testing data sets. First, we randomly divide our whole data
set into five folds which have the same size. Then we choose 4 folds as the
training data set and use the remaining 1 fold as the testing data set. We
will shuffle the folds five times and each fold serves as a testing data set once.
For each regression, we tune the hyper-parameters on each training data set,
at each learning fold using various random combinations, evaluated using the
5CV. The final evaluation of the prediction is being done on a hidden testing
data set which was not used for model training.

3.3 Data Pre-processing

Normalization is the process of scaling individual samples to have a unit norm.
Since the data of our prediction has a big variation (from 0 to about 15,000),
we normalize the data set to reduce large variations between each transport
mode.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data

In this study, we use the census data from the Australia Bureau of Statistics
(ABS). ABS has released population data from 1788 to 2016, but the early
years data (From 1788 to 2005) do not contain a detailed investigation for
each LGAs. From 2006, ABS has released the detailed statistics for different
zoning categories every 5 years. The coverage of the data includes population,
education, employment, culture, dwelling, transport, and so on. We use the
census data from 2006, 2011, and 2016 as our data source. We use New South
Wales (NSW) as our investigated state, and Local Government Areas (LGA)
as our zoning category. Although there are minor differences in LGA zoning
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Table 1 Categories and features used in the ML training.

Category Features examples Number
of fea-
tures

1 year moving
history

Number of families in which all residents in the family aged one year and over had a
different address one year ago, Number of families which some residents in the family
aged one year and over had a different address one year ago.

3

5 year moving
history

Number of families in which all residents in the family aged one year and over had a
different address five year ago, Number of families in which some residents in the family
aged one year and over had a different address one year ago.

3

Education level Number of people who have finished year 12 or an equivalent education, Number of people
who have finished Year 9 or equivalent, Number of people who have finished Year 8 or
below

6

Income (weekly) Number of people who have Nil income, Number of people who have $1-$149 weekly
income, Number of people who have $400-$599 weekly income, Number of people who
have $600-$799 weekly income,

5

No. of children Number of families which have no children, Number of families which have one children,
Number of families which have owo children,

8

Vehicle owner-
ship

Number of families which have no vehicle, Number of families which have two motor
vehicles

5

Population Male, Female, Total 3

Area and density LGA area, LGA population density 2

Census year Year of the census 1

Travel mode to
work

Number of people who did not go to work, number of people who worked at home, number
of people who take the bus to work

17

Place of work Number of people who go to Waverley to work, etc. 108

Total number of
features

161

among 2006, 2011, and 2016, we manage to obtain 108 LGAs and the corre-
sponding data. The reason why we only obtain 108 LGAs is that each census
has some modifications of the LGA boundaries and only 108 LGAs are in com-
mon among these three censuses. We find out that the census content among
2006, 2011 and 2016 also has some difference, therefore we select the common
categories among these three years, which include population, education level,
income, vehicle ownership, number of children, 1 year moving history, and 5
year moving history. For each categories, there are certain grouping criteria
to divide the total population into subgroups which are presented in Table 1.
We call these grouping criteria as the “features” of our prediction problem. In
total we collected 161 features from the ABS census data for each LGA across
the years, out of which 17 feature describe the available transport modes in
each LGA.

4.2 Experiment design

We use the the 17 variables in the category “travel mode to work” from Table
1 as our prediction targets (Y matrix) and the rest of the 144 features as our
given known feature matrix (X matrix). Starting with the easiest prediction
problem (predicting the number of people adopting only one transport mode),
we first run parameter tuning to predict a single target among all the prediction
targets. Table 2 shows the detailed parameters and values for each regressor
used in our paper. Both the multi-output regression strategy and the chain
regressor mechanism inherit the parameters of their base estimators.
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Table 2 Parameters for each baseline regressor

Regressor
Name

Parameter name Typical values

LR fit intercept True , False

LR normalize True , False

k-NNR weights uniform, distance

k-NNR algorithm auto, ball tree, kd tree, brute

k-NNR leaf size 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30

k-NNR p 1,2

DTR and
RFR

criterion mse, friedman mse, mae

DTR and
RFR

max depth 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32

DTR and
RFR

min samples split 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1

DTR and
RFR

min samples leaf 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5

LSVR estimator loss epsilon insensitive, squared epsilon insensitive

LSVR estimator max iter 1000,2000,3000,4000,5000

XGBoost estimator booster gbtree

XGBoost estimator learning rate 0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5

XGBoost estimator max depth 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32

XGBoost estimator min samples split 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1

XGBoost estimator min samples leaf 0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5

As a selection, we choose “Did not go to work”, “Car, as driver”, “Walked
only”, “Car, as passenger”, “Worked at home”, “Train”, and “Bus” as our
prediction targets. In total we have selected 7 predictors out of 17 travel modes
because the rest of travel modes do not contain a significant number of people
(less than 10% of total population). When training the models, we hyper-
tune each regressor at this step. We then use the best parameters which were
found in this step for the cross validation and testing. After predicting one
transport mode at a time, we then predict simultaneously multiple scenarios
with combinations of the selected predictors and gradually increase the number
of prediction targets from 2 to 7. Table 3 shows the detailed scenarios with all
the combinations of prediction targets by the given prediction length.

5 Results

5.1 Predicting a single transport mode choice

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 showcase the performance comparison of all the regressors
when predicting one travel mode at a time in terms of MAPE and RMSE.
We observe that most regressors have a MAPE below 50% except for LR, and
a large part of them below 10%, indicating a very good prediction accuracy.
“Train” users seem to be the most difficult to predict and contain the largest
MAPE (around 40%) among all regressors. “Bus” users are the second most
difficult to predict and contain the second largest MAPE (around 10%) among
most regressors. When predicting “Train” and “Bus” users, LR has significant
worse results than the rests. This confirms that the “Train” and “Bus” users
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Table 3 Detailed prediction targets combinations in each scenario in our experiments

Number
of targets
per pre-
diction

Detailed prediction targets combinations Number of
prediction
runs in the
scenario

1 [ Did not go to work ] [ Car, as driver ] [ Walked only ] [ Car, as passenger ] [
Worked at home ] [ Train ] [ Bus ]

7

2 [ Did not go to work , Car, as driver ] [ Did not go to work , Walked only ] [ Did
not go to work , Car, as passenger ] [ Did not go to work , Worked at home ] [
Did not go to work , Train ] [ Did not go to work , Bus ] [ Car, as driver , Walked
only ] [ Car, as driver , Car, as passenger ]

21

3 [ Did not go to work , Car, as driver , Walked only ] [ Did not go to work , Car,
as driver , Car, as passenger ] [ Did not go to work , Car, as driver , Worked at
home ] [ Did not go to work , Car, as driver , Train ]

35

4 [ Did not go to work , Car, as driver , Walked only , Car, as passenger ] [ Did
not go to work , Car, as driver , Walked only , Worked at home ] [ Did not go to
work , Car, as driver , Walked only , Train ] [ Did not go to work , Car, as driver
, Walked only , Bus ] [ Did not go to work , Car, as driver , Car, as passenger ,
Worked at home ] [ Did not go to work , Car, as driver , Car, as passenger , Train ]

35

5 [ Did not go to work , Car, as driver , Walked only , Car, as passenger , Worked
at home ] [ Did not go to work , Car, as driver , Walked only , Car, as passenger
, Train ] [ Did not go to work , Car, as driver , Walked only , Car, as passenger ,
Bus ]

21

6 [ Did not go to work , Car, as driver , Walked only , Car, as passenger , Worked
at home , Train ] [ Did not go to work , Car, as driver , Walked only , Car, as
passenger , Worked at home , Bus ]

7

7 [ Did not go to work , Car, as driver , Walked only , Car, as passenger , Worked
at home , Train , Bus]

1

Fig. 4 MAPE in predicting one mode (unit:%)

are not linearly related to the given features. We do make the observation
because that a 30-40% MAPE for prediction problems in transportation is
often considered as acceptable why MAPE values below 10% are considered
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to be excellent[48–51]. The results of best MAPE (33.68% when predicting
“Train” and 0.23% when predicting “Bus”) for the proposed MO-LSVR is
outperforming the rest of the regressors, making it a great performer even for
the hardest transport modes to predict “Train” and “Bus”.

All the other modes such as “Car, as driver”, “Car, as passenger”, “Did
not go to work”, “Walked only” and “Worked at home” achieved a very small
MAPE (below 0.04%) and RMSE (below 0.0002) which are excellent results
for a transport mode prediction problem, mostly affected by large errors or
noise in the dataset. This also indicates that the input features can severely
impact the prediction outcome on these transport modes.

Fig. 5 RMSE in predicting one mode

Same trends are found in the RMSE results for all modes when most regres-
sors have a RMSE below 0.05 except for LR. Besides, “Train” users are the
most difficult to predict and contains the largest RMSE (around 0.07) among
most regressors, while “Bus” users are the second most difficult to predict
with an RMSE of around 0.04. Results which are however excellent for these
two modes according to normal error levels found in the related literature [48–
51]. When predicting “Train” and “Bus” users respectively, LR has significant
worse results than the rests, which confirms that “Train” and “Bus” users are
not linearly related to the given features; another explanation is given by the
low percentage of public transport users in New South Wales Australia, falling
below 7% according to recent studies.

5.2 Predict two or more modes at a time

After increasing the number of output targets/modes, the prediction accuracy
drops as expected, but some of the combinations still achieved high accuracy.
As detailed in the following, MAPE and RMSE results for each combination
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of two modes are shown in the Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. It is obvious that, if the com-
binations contain either “Bus” or “Train”, the MAPE and RMSE results will
increase largely. All the combinations without “Bus” or “Train” have MAPEs
below 22% (when predicting “Train” and “Bus” at a time), but when pre-
dicting combinations which contain “Bus” or “Train”, the MAPEs increase
to 167% with the largest MAPE reaching 6531.08% (when predicting “Car,
as driver” and “Train” at a time). Same trends can be observed from RMSE.
All the combinations without “Bus” or “Train” have MAPEs below 0.013, but
when predicting combinations which contain “Bus” or “Train”, the MAPEs
increase to 0.0486 (when predicting “Walked only” and “Train” at a time)
with the largest MAPE reaching 0.0822 (when predicting “Train” and “Bus”
at a time). The best result appears to be obtained when predicting [“car, as
driver”, “Did not go to work”] with MAPE=6.1 and RMSE =0.01. Same trends
can be observed from the combinations of 3,4,5,6, and 7 prediction targts at a
time.

Fig. 6 Mean MAPE among all regressors in predicting two modes

5.3 Comparison of regressors for multi-target prediction
problems

An obvious trend is that the baseline LR is worse than the other regressors as
expected. By comparing the MAPE, the results for the RC-LSVR is the low-
est (36.45%) which makes it almost 45.66% better than the worst LR model,
while the other regressors are not far behind (around 37.00%). When analysing
the RMSE results, the RFR seems to be the lowest (0.00377) which is almost
80.80% better than the worst LR model, while the other regressors are not
far behind (around 0.004). In the following, we show the details of the aver-
age MAPE and RMSE among all regressors in predicting combinations not
including “Train” or “Bus” in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.
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Fig. 7 Mean RMSE among all regressors in predicting two modes (%)

Fig. 8 MAPE comparison between single output baseline ML models versus our proposed
Multi-Output-Regressor framework (MO) and Regressor-Chain framework (RC) in predict-
ing all possible combinations not including “Train” or “Bus”.
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Fig. 9 RMSE comparison between single output baseline ML models versus our proposed
Multi-Output-Regressor framework (MO) and Regressor-Chain framework (RC) in predict-
ing all possible combinations not including “Train” or “Bus”.

5.4 Comparison between the MO and the RC structure

According to MAPE, there is no significant trend between MO and RC
structure. The RC-LSVR is 5.21% better than the MO-LSVR in MAPE(see
Fig. 8 where the MAPE for RC-LSVR is 10.23% and for MO-LSVR is
10.97%), but the RC-XGBoost (MAPE=10.14%) is 3.82% worse than the MO-
XGBoost (MAPE=9.75%) in MAPE. According to the RMSE, there is no
significant trend between the MO and the RC structure. The RC-XGBoost
(RMSE=0.00255) is 2.35% worse than the MO-XGBoost (RMSE=0.00249)in
RMSE, but the RC-LSVR (RMSE=0.00268) is 4.28% better than the MO-
LSVR (RMSE=0.0028) in RMSE.

The results of all performance evaluations seem to indicate the performance
of the MO and RC framework is very similar, while in this case MO-XGBoost is
the best model according to both RMSE and MAPE. The reason why the MO
structure is slightly better than the RC structure is the accumulation of errors
from previous regression results in the training of a new regression model.

5.5 Comparison between the MAPE and the RMSE
under different numbers of prediction targets

Figure 10 shows the detailed RMSE vs. MAPE in predicting all combinations
not including “Train” or “Bus”, and the points are colored by the number of
prediction targets. In this figure, each point presents the outcome of a certain
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regressor (such as RF, LR, MO-LSVR, and so on) when predicting a combi-
nation of predicted targets/modes (such as [Car as a Driver, Walk only] and
[Work at home, Walk only, Car as passenger]). As we can see, when predicting
1 mode, both RMSE and MAPE are very small which is the best performance
because the prediction tasks are the simplest. When predicting 2,3,4 modes at
a time, there are two split bands of points and there is a trend that RMSE will
decrease by increasing the prediction length while the MAPE will increase by
increasing the number of prediction targets.

Fig. 10 Detailed RMSE and MAPE in predicting combinations not including “Train” or
“Bus”, colored by the prediction feature length.

6 Conclusions

Contribution summary: In this paper, we proposed a new multi-chain and
multi-output machine learning predicting framework, to predict the total num-
ber of travellers choosing any transport modes to commute to work on a
daily basis. The application domain is the New South Wales, Australia, lever-
aged by 10 years worth of data regarding traveller behaviour in the state. We
proposed several regressors that originally have the capability of performing
multi-output regression, as well as embed those regressor that are not compat-
ible with multi-output regression in both multi-output regression strategy and
the chain regression mechanism. The main outcomes are excellent RMSE and
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MAPE results (almost close to zero) for either single modes and multi-modal
prediction problems. The most problematic transport modes to be predicted
are trains and buses due to the lower range of travellers choosing these modes in
Australia, which is mostly a car-focused country. However, our proposed mod-
elling has achieve a MAPE of 9.7% and RMSE of 0.0024% which are usually
very good results in transportation modelling. These results also outperform
significantly the results of baseline ML models such as: Linear Regression,
K.NN, DTs and RF regressors.

Benefits of this work: By knowing the predicted number of travellers
on all modes in the city, traffic managers can make better decisions of line
closures, incident management and disruption planning such as in the COVID-
19 case, where entire LGAs had to be cut-off from their daily servicing due to
high numbers of cases. Patronage prediction is also a very important topic for
management centres which can help them to better plan and manage resources.

Limitation and future direction: Given the limited data set for NSW
among all transport modes, a future direction is to conduct the analysis for
more concentrated areas in large metropolitan areas where bus and train
patronage is much higher than in rural NSW, for example. This can help the
ML framework to learn better the patterns of travellers between any areas and
provide better estimates of public transport patronage.
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